
In 1993, Camp Twin Lakes was brought to life through the vision of its founder, Doug Hertz. He
recognized the need for specialized programming, particularly for those grappling with serious
illnesses, disabilities, and other life challenges. This facilitated the incredible journey of helping all
children to experience the joy of summer camp. Camp Twin Lakes transcends being a mere camp; it
stands as a transformative force for these children and their families to feel the comfort of inclusion. 

Project Spotlight

Providing Energizing Camp Experiences for Children Facing Serious
Health Conditions, Disabilities, and Life's Toughest Trials

Highlights:

Therapeutic and adaptive programming

Established in 1993

Teaching life skills and how to
overcome obstacles

Serving 10,000 campers year round

3 Medically adaptive and accessible
campuses

70% of camp costs subsidized by
Camp Twin Lakes

When asked what makes Furniture Concepts a good fit for Camp Twin
Lakes, CEO Dan Mathews said "We value their extensive furniture expertise.
They truly grasp the demands of camps. We've been loyal customers for
years, always turning to them for their consistency. We know we can rely on
the durability and longevity of their products."

Camp Twin Lakes - We salute you! By nurturing pediatric mental health and
crafting everlasting joyful memories for every child, you are truly making an
incredible difference in the next generation. 

Camp Twin Lakes understands that children simply long to experience
childhood. Through purposeful play, they aim to foster the development
of their minds, bodies, and spirits - aspiring for them to depart camp as
more confident and self-assured individuals, ready to overcome any
challenges they may face.

Their mission is highly commendable! The amount of organization and
managerial coordination needed to accommodate 10,000 campers
each year is significant. Furniture Concepts is proud to have provided
support by supplying resilient and sturdy furniture that is subjected to
frequent and intense use. 

http://www.furnitureconcepts.com/

